
Background  
The Milton Keynes Family Support Approach states “effective family support is built on 
high quality assessments where family members have active involvement. Information 
about reported concerns is gathered from family and services alike culminating in a 
clear report of what are we worried about, what’s working well and what needs to 
happen. Child centred assessments focus on strengths and protective factors as well as 
weaknesses and risks.”  
 
Purpose  
The checklist provides guidance for managers for checking relevant parts are covered in 
the Children and Families (C&F) assessment.  It is noted not all of the below needs to 
be done with each C&F.  
 
Management checklist  
 

 Check ethnicity, nationality, religion and language have been added. 

 Check relationships - do they all need to show in print out of C&F? 

 Reason for doing C&F: check it mentions where referral has come from and the 

date; check it has been ‘tidied up’ where the referral pulls through from LCS - (e.g. 

remove police terminology). 

 Throughout assessment ensure that any abbreviations are introduced & explained - 

e.g. Children and Families Practices (CFP) then the abbreviation can be used. 

 Parent’s surnames need to be used. e.g. if school use first names in referral section, 

then SW needs to add surname (some people go between calling people by first 

name or then referring to them as mum or dad, or Mr & Mrs). This ensures it is 

clear who the assessment is talking about.  

 Parents’ views need to be clear and if parents are absent, reasons why they have 

not been spoken to need to be recorded, as do any attempts to contact a parent 

that is not engaging and how this was done (i.e. letters/phone calls). 

 Child’s views need to be clear if they were spoken to alone or not. With a child that 

is too young / not able to communicate effectively then SW observations are 

needed as child’s voice can be gained through behaviour. 

 Home visits to be recorded in case notes on C&F. 
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 Bedrooms to be seen and observations recorded and if not seen the reasons why. 

 If interpreter is used this needs to be made explicit and if offered or translation of 

documents offered and parents refuse then this needs to be included. 

 If case is transferring to Family Support check that NHS and pupil numbers are 

added and check chronology has been updated and archived and identity as above.   

 When case is transferring check CIN plan. 

 Check any risk or allegations tabs have been started. 

 In health and education sections it needs to be made clear who the information 

came from (i.e. Ms B, teacher stated that….) 

 Check the history has been added thoroughly within C&F and includes any relevant 

history of parents / relatives. Also any adult older siblings. 

 Check if history should be included or needs to go in secret boxes 

 Third party information or information about other linked children needs to go in 

secret box with LCS number (e.g. perps LCS number). 

 When a C&F is sent back for SW to amend ensure amendments have been 

completed, e.g. if risk needs adding. 

 Where tools should be or have been used (FGM, Exploitation, and neglect) ensure 

they have been completed, uploaded and mentioned in C&F. 

 Check written agreements have been uploaded. 

 Any C&Fs where we have had medical information given by doctors (particularly in 

the case of section 47s) ensure written reports from Medics have been uploaded. 

Recording decisions 
Where a C&F / case have been thoroughly reviewed then the management decision 
maker (MDM) will make a case note “MDM decision/supervision” to ensure this is 
recorded. When the MDM give advice verbally SW will write the management decision 
case note and copy to the MDM to finalise it.  
 


